
Maria Bang Espersen (Denmark 1981 - ) 

No Limits #2
Sculpted glass

39.5 x 34 x 35 cm (15 ¹/  x 13 ³/  x 13 ³/  inches)
 

‘No Limits #2' is a unique glass sculpture by the Danish artist, Maria Bang Espersen.

Maria Bang Espersen works around the idea that all things are malleable, like glass, and that nothing
can be permanently defined. Her experimental sculptures are therefore not only an approach but also a

statement; one that states to never get caught up in the restrictive norms or to obey established
hierarchies. Essentially, her works in glass, are a play with the possibilities of the material and an

attempt to expand the viewer’s understanding of her chosen medium.

Although static and solid in their final state, Espersen stretches, pulls and bends her glass, resulting in
works that appear soft and almost possible of languid movement. Her chosen candy confectionery

colour palette entices and draws the onlooker towards the artwork, which deliciously glisten.
 

Artist description:
Maria Bang Espersen works around the idea that all things are malleable, like glass, and that nothing

can be permanently defined. Her experimental sculptures are therefore not only an approach but also a
statement; one that states to never get caught up in the restrictive norms or to obey established

hierarchies. Essentially, her works in glass, are a play with the possibilities of the material and an
attempt to expand the viewer’s understanding of her chosen medium.

Although static and solid in their final sate, Espersen stretches, pulls and bends her glass, resulting in
works that appear soft and almost possible of languid movement. Her chosen candy confectionery

colour palette entices and draws the onlooker towards the artwork, which deliciously glisten.



Espersen studied glass and ceramics at Engelsholm Højskole, in Denmark, continuing her studies at
the Kosta School of Glass in Sweden, The Royal Danish Academy of Design, and Haystack Mountain

School of Crafts in Maine. 

She has exhibited extensively throughout Europe and the USA, where she has also participated in
several residencies, whilst winning numerous prizes and nominations. 


